Caring for your Plastic Laminate Toilet Partitions
Your decorative Plastic Laminate surfaces are very attractive and extremely durable
too. They have a built-in resistance to fading, scuffing, scratching and can also
tolerate impacts under normal use conditions. However, like any other surfacing
material, improper cleaning or carelessness can harm the finish. With very little
effort, you can easily maintain a clean surface and keep the beauty of you toilet
partitions looking great for many years to come!
Proper care and maintenance of our plastic laminate partitions should be performed
as follows:
 Routine daily maintenance includes wiping down all surfaces and cleaning with a
solution of warm water and very mild soap. The cleaning cloth or sponge should
be nonabrasive and wrung very dry leaving it just moist enough to gently wipe
away any grime. Surfaces should then be rinsed with clean water and thoroughly
dried using a soft cloth.
 For tougher stains, mild commercial cleaners (such as Windex or Fantastic)
can be used. Again, all surfaces should then be rinsed with clear water and
wiped dry with a clean, soft cloth to remove all traces of the cleaner.
 Never over-saturate the laminate or leave surfaces wet. Water penetration can
cause substrate material to swell resulting in damage.
 Never scrub with brushes, use steel wool, scouring pads or other abrasive
cleaners that will scratch and harm finish.
 Never expose partitions to any type of solution containing acid, alkali or sodium
hypochlorite (bleach). Special attention must be given to other bathroom
cleaning products that may be used on adjacent toilet fixtures, ceramic wall tiles,
grout, floors, etc. The splash from these types of cleaners may damage finish if
not properly and immediately removed. Examples include, but are not limited to;
drain cleaners, floor & tile cleaners, toilet bowl cleaners, lime scale removers and
chlorine bleach.
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